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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent improvements in the quality and user friendliness of word 

processing programs have created interest in the microcomputer as a 

tool for writing instruction. Previously, most of the interest in the 

computer as a writing tool focused on the effects of either creative 

writing produced with word processing programs or Computer Assisted 

Instruction (CAI) upon writing ability. More recently, educators and 

researchers have been examining word processing as a delivery system 

for structured writing instruction. 

Although generally considered useful from a motivational 

standpoint, the act of using a word processing program for creative 

writing may not automatically produce an improvement in writing 

technique. In a like manner. Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) 

programs that attempt to teach or drill a specific objective 

(punctuation, subject/verb agreement, capitalization, parts of speech) 

may not produce an increase in writing ability. Improvement in writing 

ability requires practice with the act of writing (Schwartz, 1982). 

Students who use word processing for creative writing or CAI programs 

that focus on writing mechanics as opposed to writing process, may not 

exhibit growth in writing ability. 

Background 

Structured writing instruction, or instruction in writing 

process that provides guided practice in a specific writing technique, 

can be delivered on the microcomputer (Piper, 1983). One method of 

structured writing instruction that seems particularly appropriate for 

delivery on word processing microcomputers is a called sentence 

combining (Bradley, 1982). Traditional presentation (oral delivery and 

oral and written student response) of sentence combining has been shown 

to be an effective technique for improving the syntactic skills of 
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student writers at each major academic level: elementary (Peron, 

1975), middle school (O'Hare, 1973), secondary (Sullivan, 1978), and 

college (Daiker, Kerek and Morenberg, 1978). In general, sentence 

combining activities are simple procedures. Students are provided a 

cluster, or series of short kernel sentences and are asked to combine 

these sentences into a longer, more syntactically complex sentence 

(Lawlor, 1983). The task becomes complicated, however, because 

students roust retain the important information from each short sentence 

in the resulting longer sentence. This retention requires students to 

1) comprehend the meanings inherent in each kernel sentence; 2) 

combine, transform, and manipulate the structure of the original 

sentences; 3) decide upon a "writeout" that expresses the major 

thoughts of each original sentence; and 4) check for semantic 

(meaning) and syntactic (structure) consistency within the resultant 

sentence. 

Traditionally, sentence combining activities have consisted of a 

combination of oral and written activities. Students manipulated, 

combined, deleted, and restructured sentences using pencil and paper. 

However, microcomputer technology currently offers another way to 

present sentence combining activities and encourage the expansion of 

the combined sentences into expository writing exercises (Piper, 1984; 

1983). Using a word processing program, specific files of sentence 

combining activities can be written to the computer's memory and saved 

on a diskette for student manipulation and combination. First, 

students combine the appropriate clusters in a sentence combining 

activity. Later, these combined clusters serve as 'story starters' for 

written expansion by students. Delivered in such a manner, these 

sentence combining activities can take advantage of both the control 

that a structured approach like CAI offers and the student interest 

that often marks open-ended creative writing activities. 

Effectively used, the microcomputer should enhance teacher 

abilities to provide high-quality instruction in sentence combining. 

The use of microcomputer as a delivery system in this task should also: 
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a) allow for individualization of instruction; b) enhance student 

motivation and interest; c) enhance student awareness of the 

manipulative quality of language and encourage this manipulation; and 

d) provide students with immediate feedback through printouts and 

spontaneous interaction with video display. 

Traditional sentence combining seems to be a very effective 

method for enhancing student writing abilities and attitudes toward 

writing (O'Hare, 1973; Combs, 1975). Although results are 

inconclusive, some researchers also suggest that sentence combining can 

enhance reading comprehension (Wisher, 1976; Combs, 1977; 1979). 

While the microcomputer seems to be an obvious tool for the delivery of 

writing instruction, little research has been found that specifically 

addresses the use of word processing programs on microcomputers to 

deliver instruction in sentence combining for the purpose of enhancing 

the written syntactic maturity of school-aged populations. 

Most of the available research focuses on word processing with 

college populations, drill and practice with the mechanics of writing, 

or creative writing with microcomputers. Using word processing 

programs on microcomputers seems to have great potential to tempt 

students to write more, revise more often (Schwartz, 1982), combine and 

embed language elements, and enable students to increase in syntactic 

maturity (Piper, 1983). The microcomputer seems to be a reasonable 

delivery system for instruction of this sort and may be able to assist 

teachers in incorporating instruction in sentence combining into their 

classrooms. 

In an effort to examine the feasibility of microcomputer -

delivered sentence combining and story expansion activities, Piper and 

Angelotti used a word processing program and devised appropriate text 

files for a group of fifth grade students (Piper, 1983). Students 

learned to word process, or manipulate text that was input through a 

computer keyboard and displayed on a video screen. Later, students 

combined sentence clusters presented in a text file, expanded the 
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resulting sentences, and printed out the results. Although the 

research groups were small, the results of the study suggest that this 

method of writing instruction can be successfully used with upper 

elementary students in a computer center (Piper, 1984). Students in 

the experimental group were able to learn and use the word processing 

program and the sentence combining techniques. These students 

exhibited positive attitudes toward writing and writing revision and 

were generally motivated to edit and revise resultant work. The 

microcomputer allowed students to focus on the writing process, making 

it easier to move, edit, and revise student writing. As such, it 

served as both a functional and motivational tool. 

In addition, students in the group that used microcomputers and 

sentence combining/story expansion techniques tended to show an 

increase in syntactic maturity as measured by embeddings per T-unit and 

mean T-unit length. Syntactic maturity, a measure of the student's 

ability to deal with the structure, or syntax of language, is a factor 

in written language and reading comprehension. While reading 

comprehension did not seem to be affected in the pilot study, the 

results suggest that writing ability (maturity), motivation to write, 

and student attitudes toward writing can be enhanced by such a program 

(Piper, 1984b). 

Statement of the Problem 

Previously cited research has investigated 1) the effects of 

sentence combining instruction, 2) the use of word processing programs 

and microcomputers in the classroom, and 3) the effects of CAI on 

writing growth. Each of these techniques appears to be promising. 

However, no research has been conducted to investigate the combined 

effects of sentence combining/story expansion activities delivered by 

microcomputer word processing programs. 
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The problem considered in this study is whether sentence 

combining and story expansion activities, delivered by microcomputers, 

can significantly affect growth in the syntactic maturity of sixth 

grade students. 

Hypotheses 

Syntactic maturity can be measured in at least two ways. 

Because of the results of pilot study research, two hypotheses were 

generated for this study. They were: 

Hypothesis One 

The combined effects of sentence combining and story expansion, 

delivered on the microcomputer, will significantly enhance syntactic 

maturity, as measured by embeddings per T-unit, of students in the 

experimental as compared to the control group. 

Hypothesis Two 

The combined effects of sentence combining and story expansion, 

delivered on the microcomputer, will significantly enhance syntactic 

maturity, as measured by mean T-unit length, of students in the 

experimental as compared to the control group. 

This experimental study addressed these questions: 

Are there statistically significant differences on measures of 

syntactic writing maturity between students in the experimental 

group and students in the control group? 

Does microcomputer-delivery of sentence combining and story 

expansion seem to be a feasible writing instruction technique 

for the typical middle school classroom setting? 
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In an effort to test the hypotheses and address these questions, 

each of three groups of intact sixth grade language arts classes were 

randomly assigned to one of the following groups: a) Group A 

—combined effects (experimental) group in which both sentence 

combining and story expansion were delivered by word processing 

programs, b) Group B —partial treatment group, in which sentence 

combining was delivered by word processing programs, and c) Group C 

—traditional delivery (control group), in which sentence combining and 

story expansion activities were delivered orally and completed with 

pencil and paper. 

Treatment consisted of instruction in sentence combining and 

word processing for teachers and appropriate student groups, delivery 

of a writing pretest, and six weeks of sentence combining lessons 

designed by the researcher and delivered in methods appropriate to 

group affiliation. Posttests were completed one week after the end of 

the six week treatment period. 

Limitations 

This study was undertaken to test the hypotheses that the 

sentence combining and story expansion, delivered on the microcomputer, 

would significantly enhance written syntactic maturity (as measured by 

embeddings per T-unit and mean T-unit length) of sixth grade students 

as compared to traditional presentation of the same material. Because 

of the physical setting, group assignment, and extraneous variables, 

limitations in interpretation exist. 

Field research in actual classrooms presents certain control 

problems. Because it was impossible to monitor and control all of the 

various teachers and circumstances with which the students came in 

contact, some contamination exists. In addition, the use of intact 

groups and the inability to rotate teachers among groups posed problems 

in generalization and interpretation. 

Physical arrangement of computers and the rotation of students 

through the computers may have influenced the effectiveness of the 
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technique. Only four computers were available in each language arts 

classroom of 25-30 students. Computers were placed on tables in the 

back of each open concept classroom. Because the ratio of students to 

computers was high, students had to first receive instruction in the 

sentence combining technique being taught for the week, then move to 

the computers in small groups, edit resultant papers in teams, and 

finally, move back to the computer later in the week to revise the 

writing done in completion of the lesson. More computers in each 

classroom or the use of a computer center might have decreased the 

amount of rotation and influenced the effectiveness of sentence 

combining/story expansion instruction. 

Various other groups could have been used to control for the 

partial versus total effects of the sentence combining and 

microcomputer technique. The researcher was limited by the number of 

sixth grade language arts classes within the school and the lack of 

necessary funds to conduct the study district-wide- Further research 

is needed to assess the effectiveness of the total effects of the 

treatment in relation to creative writing on word processing and 

traditional presentation of sentence combining technique followed by 

microcomputer word processing of story expansion. 

The school district in which the research occurred was not able 

to support the use of a placebo, or non-computer group, due to district 

policy- Thus, the control group received traditional sentence 

combining and story expansion treatment plus computer-delivered "parts 

of speech" software of a drill and practice nature. Although the 

software the control group used during their computer time was not 

related to sentence combining or story expansion, there is the 

possibility that the use of the software might have affected the 

resulting scores on embeddings per T-unit and mean T-unit for the 

control group. 

The duration of the study might have influenced the 

effectiveness of the microcomputer-delivered sentence combining and 

story expansion technique. A single semester for training in 

keyboarding, word processing and sentence combining, plus presentation 

and completion of the lessons may have influenced the effectiveness of 
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the treatment. A study in which one semester is used for training and 

another complete semester for actual lessons would probably be 

superior. 

Finally, extraneous variables may have influenced the 

effectiveness of the microcomputer-delivered sentence combining and 

story expansion technique. Variables other than group or treatment may 

have contributed to some within and between group variance. Although 

the researcher used various statistical and methodological controls, 

further research is needed to investigate the effects of other, as yet 

unidentified, variables. 



CHAPTER TWO 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The problem considered in this study is whether microcomputer 

delivery of sentence combining and story expansion can significantly 

effect growth in the syntactic maturity of sixth grade students. 

A review of relevant research for microcomputer-delivered 

sentence combining exercises and the use of a word processing 

microcomputer program to expand stories must provide a synthesis of 

research from each of these fields. Major studies reported in this 

section include: traditional sentence combining research and its 

effects on writing ability of students, CAI and writing research, and 

the use of word processing microcomputer programs as tools for writing 

instruction. 

Traditional Sentence Combining 

Research on traditional sentence combining supports it as an 

effective way to improve student writing, and although the evidence is 

inconclusive, sentence combining also seems to enhance reading 

comprehension (Wisher, 1976). Sentence combining theory features the 

use of embedding techniques employed by students to form more complex 

sentences. Students are presented with kernel sentences in groups of 

two or more. They attempt to take the important ideas from the 

supporting sentences and embed or work them into the sentence that 

serves as the base structure for the combination activity. These 

operations allow students to embed modifiers, such as words, phrases, 

or clauses, to make deletions, and to perform a variety of 

transformations (O'Hare, 1973; Strong, 1976; Combs, 1977). For 

example, given the cluster that follows: 

1. The house is haunted, (base sentence, one embedding) 

2. The house is old. 

3. The house is on the hill. 

students embed underlined elements and delete redundant words. Having 
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done so, they may end up with a writeout such as: 

The old house on the hill is haunted. 

Within this sentence is each of the main ideas of the separate kernel 

sentences. 

According to O'Hare (1973) and Strong (1976), sentence combining 

activities encourage students to embed kernel sentences. This mental 

language activity forces students to keep longer and longer discourse 

in their heads. This skill is characteristic of increased cognitive 

maturity because it promotes the sophisticated memory technique of 

chunking and leads to improved organization (O'Hare, 1973; Stemglass, 

1980). Sentence combining forces students to draw on their existing 

linguistic knowledge to manipulate language. 

Researchers have hypothesized that sentence combining techniques 

might improve reading comprehension as well as writing ability due to 

certain interrelationships among the language arts processes (Stotsky, 

1975; Ney, 1980; White, 1980). Encoding written language is not simply 

writing oral language. Written language is more grammatically complex 

than oral language, reflects more complex embeddings, and requires 

particular written language rules (i.e., punctuation, spelling). One 

common denominator between oral and written language, however, is 

syntactic maturity. Researchers (Hunt, 1965; O'Hare, 1973) were 

initially interested in establishing a relationship between growth in 

syntactic maturity and writing skills. Later, they directed their 

attention to the relationship between growth in reading comprehension 

and syntactic maturity. If sentence combining seems to foster written 

syntactic maturity, it might also foster growth in reading syntactic 

maturity. 

Bormuth (1966), Denner (1970), Guthrie (1973), and Wisher (1976) 

have identified syntactic knowledge as a major contributor to reading 

comprehension. Research by Evanechko, Ollila, and Armstrong (1975) 

indicates that the two language competencies of fluency and control of 

syntactic complexity underlie reading comprehension proficiency. They 

suggested that building these two competencies might improve reading 
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comprehension. Stotsky reviewed several studies that attempted to show 

that enhanced syntactic skills through writing activities improve 

reading comprehension. Her review indicates that the hypothesis is a 

viable one (Stotsky, 1975; Stotsky, 1982). 

Combs' dissertation (1975) indicates that sentence combining 

practices have positive effects on reading comprehension (Combs, 

1977). He suggests that as students become more adept at dealing with 

difficult syntax, they will be more successful in comprehending more 

difficult passages in reading. 

In 1978, Smart and Ollila investigated the effects of sentence 

combining on syntactic maturity of written compositions and reading 

comprehension. Results suggest that sentence combining significantly 

increases both syntactic maturity and reading comprehension, but not at 

a level significantly different than the control group (White, 1980; 

Stotsky, 1982). 

Computer Assisted Instruction 

Little research has been found that specifically addresses the 

use of word processing programs on microcomputers as the medium for 

delivery of instruction in sentence combining for the purpose of 

enhancing the syntactic maturity and reading comprehension of 

school-aged populations. Most of the available research focuses on the 

use of word processors by college-aged populations, creative writing 

with microcomputers, and Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) in writing 

technique. Research findings in these areas, however, provide a 

necessary foundation for the extension of writing instruction with 

computers to sentence combining exercises delivered by word processing 

microcomputers. 

Computer Assisted Instruction in writing technique consists of a 

program or related programs that attempt to drill, teach, or guide 

students in the refinement of a specific writing technique such as 
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grammatical usage, mechanics, spelling, paragraph structure, or 

sentence combining. Southwest Regional Laboratory for Educational 

Research and Development (SWRL), under a contract with the National 

Institute of Education (Department of Education) was charged with 

investigating the ways in which the computer might be used to teach the 

high-level skills associated with composing. Since students are 

expected to produce sentences and paragraphs when they write, research 

efforts focused on computer-based materials that would require the 

production of text and the subsequent evaluation of student-produced 

text. 

Computer Assisted Instruction in sentence combining was 

investigated as a part of this research. Lawlor (1982) reports that 

the design of such an interactive program is difficult. Extended 

textual responses demand more complex computer evaluation and more 

memory, knowledge of language structure, and programming expertise. In 

addition, because of the creative, generative qualities of language, 

computer evaluation techniques are not able to account for all the 

responses students might make. 

Regardless of its limitations, however, the sentence combining 

program produced positive results with students. Students in the pilot 

program were more willing to revise sentences once the computer had 

provided a prompt. In addition, students tended to view the computer 

as a composition partner and exhibited positive attitudes toward the 

CAI sentence combining program (Lawlor, 1982). 

Word Processing as a Writing Tool 

Results of using word processing with college students suggest 

that the microcomputer can be an effective writing tool. Schwartz 

(1982) states that the use of a computer-based text editor encourages 

greater manipulation of written material for college students. In as 

much as revision is a basic part of the writing process, any tool that 
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makes revision easier can help enhance attitudes toward writing and 

revision and encourage students to engage in the practice that is 

needed to obtain growth in measures of writing ability. 

Schwartz (1982) addresses the positive effects of the 

microcomputer as a writing tool on student revisions. She notes that 

when students write in the traditional manner, they are likely to make 

minor, cosmetic changes in the text but do not strive for the 

structural changes that can really improve writing quality. She finds 

that the Princeton students with whom she worked were more eager to 

write, more open to editing suggestions, made more revisions, and 

showed an increased interest in writing when using word processing. 

Bradley (1982) reports positive results when students use word 

processing programs for creative writing and finds that students can 

quickly learn and effectively use such programs. Seymour Papert in 

Mindstorms (1980) notes that children at his M.I.T. computer lab often 

went from "total rejection of writing to an intense involvement 

accompanied by rapid improvement of quality within a few weeks of 

beginning to write with a computer." Liawlor (1982) supports that the 

use of word processing in the teaching of writing encourages students 

to compose more and longer texts. Although longer is not necessarily 

better, the motivation to write is high, students' affective responses 

toward writing are positive, and more text allows for a "paring down" 

editing technique that allows for revisions to student materials 

without destroying all of the original text (Moffett, 1983). As 

Moffett explains, to be able to teach students to edit and revise, we 

must first immerse them in the writing process. 

Pilot Study Research 

Educators and researchers are beginning to examine the 

feasibility of using word processing microcomputers as a delivery 

system for sentence combining instruction (Bradley, 1982; Cronnell, 

1981). In an attempt to combine the use of the specific writing 
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technique of sentence combining with the creative possibilities and 

easy revision of word processing programs. Piper and Angelotti 

developed sentence combining exercises using a word processing program 

(Piper, 1983). Conducted in the spring and summer of 1983, this study 

was designed to examine some notions concerning the feasibility of 

sentence combining exercises and sentence expansion activities 

delivered by the microcomputer. Of special interest were the effects 

of microcomputer-delivered sentence combining and story expansion 

activities on: growth in writing ability (maturity), reading 

comprehension, motivation to write, and student attitudes toward 

writing and the treatment techniques. A series of eight case studies 

(matched pairs; four experimental, four control) of fifth grade 

students representing different ability levels and sexes was designed 

to help determine the overall effects and feasibility of the sentence 

combining/story expansion activities. 

In this pilot study, the experimental group met twice weekly in 

the computer center with the researcher in 45-minute segments for 

presentation, manipulation, and editing of word-processed sentence 

combining lessons and activities. Control group (no treatment with 

sentence combining or microcomputers) students participated in their 

regular English class and met with the experimental group and 

researchers at two-week intervals to produce timed stories with pencil 

and paper and to respond to attitudinal surveys. 

Timed student pretest and posttest measures of free-writing were 

compared on the following measures: total number of T-units (a unit 

akin to a base sentence), embeddings per T-units (words, phrases, 

and/or clauses), and mean T-unit length. Reading comprehension was 

measured by alternate forms of the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test, 

Passage Comprehension. Alternate forms were administered as pretest 

and posttest measures. A semantic differential and free student 

response provided information on attitude toward writing in general, 

word processing, and the sentence combining technique employed. The 

results are summarized and discussed in the following pages. These 
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results provide important background information for the research study 

that follows. 

Total T-units 

The T-unit, or minimally terminable unit (Hunt, 1965), is 

defined as the smallest portion of text that can be classified as a ' 

sentence. For example, in the sentence that follows: 

"The dog jumped over the scraggly bushes," the base structure or 

initial T-unit is underlined. A prepositional phrase with an embedded 

adjective has been embedded or placed into the structure of the 

T-unit. In a compound sentence, there would be at least two T-units, 

however, so the number of T-units and the number of "sentences" are not 

necessarily interchangeable. In the case of student-written 'run-on' 

sentences, one "sentence" may contain many T-units. 

In the pilot study, total T-units alone did not differentiate 

between experimental and control groups. It seems that the treatment 

did not consistently affect quantitative production of T-units. There 

are indications, however, that the treatment did effect the qualitative 

production of T-units as measured by mean T-unit length and embeddings 

per T-unit. 

Mean T-unit Length 

The average number of words per complete T-unit seems to have 

been affected by the microcomputer-delivered sentence combining 

instruction and story expansion. For example, the sentence: "The dog 

ran" has three words per T-unit, one of them an embedded article, and 

two of them the base structure. As students learn to combine and 

expand that thought, the T-unit might include adjectives, adverbs, 

prepositional phrases, and dependent clauses. In each of the four 

experimental cases this measure rose noticeably. For three of the four 

control group cases, however, this measure dropped appreciably. 
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Embeddings per T-unit 

Each T-unit was analyzed for embeddings, consisting of words, 

phrases, or clauses that embellish or are added to the base sentence in 

the cluster. In the sentence that follows: "John walked briskly 

toward the store." both the adverb "briskly" and the prepositional 

phrase "toward the store" are embeddings. They have been added to the 

base sentence "John walked" to create a T-unit that is six words long. 

Number of embeddings were counted. The previous sentence has two 

embeddings, the adverb '*briskly" and the prepositional phrases "toward 

the store." Each of the experimental student's writing posttests 

indicated an increase by at least one embedding per T-unit. In each 

experimental case the growth appeared to be substantially greater than 

the control group. 

Reading Comprehension 

As measured by the Passage Comprehension section of the Woodcock 

Reading Mastery Test, reading comprehension does not seem to be 

affected by short term treatment of this nature. 

Attitude 

Students in the experimental group indicated a preference for 

writing on the microcomputer over paper-pencil tasks. They found the 

word processing program easy to learn and use and indicated a positive 

interest in the sentence combining activities presented on the 

microcomputer. 

Generally, it appears that this method of writing instruction 

was feasible for use with upper elementary students. Students in the 

group that used microcomputers and sentence combining/story expansion 

techniques tended to show observable increase in semantic maturity as 

measured by mean T-unit length and embeddings per T-units. In 
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addition, students in the experimental group were observed using 

structures not seen in the writings of the control group (i.e., 

appositives, complex sentences, and items in a series). Each of these 

structures had been presented in sentence combining exercises. 

While these results were promising, several questions were 

unanswered. The research study described here expanded upon the 

procedures used in this pilot study and attempted to alleviate some 

problems, such as: a) small group size, b) investigation of total 

effect with no control for independent effects and c) lack of 

investigation of effects of traditional delivery of sentence combining 

and story expansion activities. 



CHAPTER THREE 

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

The question considered in this study is whether activities in 

sentence combining and story expansion, delivered by word processing 

programs on microcomputers, can significantly effect growth in the 

syntactic maturity of sixth grade students. The problem considered in 

this study is how to make the teaching of writing, using the 

microcomputer, the most effective. 

Hypotheses 

Hypothesis One 

The combined effects of sentence combining and story expansion, 

delivered on the microcomputer, will significantly enhance syntactic 

maturity, as measured by embeddings per T-unit, of sixth grade students 

in the experimental as compared to the control group. 

Hypothesis Two 

The combined effects of sentence combining and story expansion, 

delivered on the microcomputer, will significantly enhance syntactic 

maturity, as measured by mean T-unit length, of sixth grade students in 

the experimental as compared to the control group. 

These hypotheses were based on previous research, in which 

microcomputer-delivered sentence combining and story expansion 

exercises were used as writing instruction for fifth grade students 

(Piper, 1983b). The technique seemed effective in enhancing syntactic 

writing maturity as measured by embeddings per T-unit and mean T-unit 

length. Based on the pilot study, the researcher theorized that the 

motivational impact of the microcomputer, coupled with the editing 

capabilities of word processors, and the sentence combining/story 

expansion treatment would positively affect the written syntactic 

maturity of students in the experimental group. 

18 
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Design 

A pretest-posttest, analysis of covariance design was chosen for 

this investigation of the effect of treatment method on the written 

syntactic maturity of sixth grade students. Eighty-six sixth grade 

students representing three heterogeneously-grouped, intact language 

arts classes participated in the study. Language arts teachers 

assigned to each class delivered pretests and posttests of writing 

ability one week prior to and following treatment. Each teacher 

presented one sentence combining/story expansion lesson per week for 

six weeks from material designed by the researcher. Weekly meetings 

allowed the researcher to introduce the lesson for the upcoming week to 

the teachers, deliver appropriate scripts and lessons for teachers to 

use with students, and discuss any potential problems or concerns the 

teachers might have. While materials were the same, each of the three 

classes represented one of the following treatment groups: 

1. sentence combining and story expansion activities delivered 

by word processing programs on microcomputers; 

2. sentence combining activities (no story expansion) delivered 

by word processing programs on microcomputers; 

3. traditional sentence combining and writing expansion; 

microcomputer used for CAI in parts of speech. 

Because school district policy required that all sixth grade 

language arts students use computers during the spring semester of 

1984, a group representing no computer use was not possible. In 

addition, neither random selection for groups nor teacher rotation 

among groups was feasible because of scheduling and teacher assignments 

within the school. 

Controls 

Two kinds of controls were used in this research study. They 

included statistical controls and procedural controls. 
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Statistical Controls 

Because intact groups were used, analysis of covariance was 

chosen to adjust dependent variables based on possible preexisting 

group differences. Covariance adjustment is appropriate for this 

experiment in that experimental control of extraneous sources of 

variation was not possible or feasible (Kirk, 1968). ANCOVA reduces 

the size of error variance by including pretest score(s) in the model. 

This adjustment increases the precision of the treatment effect 

estimate (Cook & Campbell, 1979). 

Standardized percentile scores from the Comprehensive Test of 

Basic Skills (CTBS) in language expression were used as a covariant. 

The pretest writing scores on measures of syntactic ability were also 

used as covariants. Chi square was used to determine significant 

preexisting differences within groups according to microcomputer 

availability in the home, sex, and ethnicity. 

Procedural Controls 

In addition to statistical control, steps were taken by the 

researcher to control for the effects of teacher difference and intact 

grouping. 

1. Research was conducted within one school (Bowman Middle 

School) to take advantage of this school's heterogeneous grouping 

practice and appropriate ethnic-racial/economic/intellectual mix. 

t̂ anguage arts classes within Bowman were considered to be 

heterogeneously grouped according to ability. 

2. Prior to the study, the researcher presented inservice 

training in word processing and sentence combining to the teachers. 

Two packets accompanied the presentation. The first packet was a 

training module for Bank Street Writer, the word processing program 

chosen for use in this study. The second packet was designed to a) 

teach teachers about sentence combining b) provide materials for the 

introduction of sentence combining to the students, and c) provide 

guidelines for motivating students to combine and revise. 
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3. Teachers were given options for groups and chose the 

treatment with which they felt most comfortable. 

4. All teachers met weekly with the researcher for 

questions/concerns and a preview of the lesson for the upcoming week 

throughout the course of the study. The researcher monitored teacher 

presentations randomly to assure adherence to scripts and objectives. 

5. Each teacher received learning packets designed by the 

researcher. Packets included standard materials, scripts for lessons 

including what to say, how to guide discussion, presentation materials 

for lessons, the actual lessons, and tips for motivating and guiding 

student revision and expansion activities. 

6. Teachers delivered instruction using learning packets and 

text files designed in the pilot study and converted for use with the 

Bank Street Writer (Broderbund Software) word processing program. All 

six lessons are included in Appendix C. These learning packets were 

refined for use in this study as part of the study. For appropriate 

groups, the text files were activities designed by the researcher and 

delivered by microcomputer. 

7. Pretests and posttests were designed by the researcher to 

assess the specific sentence combining objectives. These tests are 

included in Appendix B and Appendix D. Teachers delivered the timed 

writing tests following story starter scripts prepared by the 

researcher. Resultant pretest and posttest writing samples were 

analyzed for embeddings per T-unit and mean T-unit length. Writing 

samples were masked for name, group affiliation, and pretest or 

posttest status. 

This design allowed the researcher to investigate the use of 

microcomputer-delivered word processors as tools in the presentation of 

methods already found to be effective in traditional classrooms while 

holding microcomputer use and differences in students writing abilities 

constant. 
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Methodology 

Subjects 

The subjects were 86 sixth grade students from the Piano 

Independent School District. The Piano district is made up of families 

generally considered to be middle and upper-middle class. Anglos are 

the predominant racial group. All subjects were members of one of 

three intact sixth grade language arts classrooms at Bowman Middle 

School. School demographic records indicated that subjects represented 

a variety of ethnic, intellectual, and socioeconomic categories. 

Setting 

The setting was a middle to upper-middle class suburb of 

approximately 100,000 residents. Situated 20 miles north of the Dallas 

Metroplex, its residents are generally considered to be middle-class, 

white collar professionals. The city estimates that its residents are 

predominantly Anglo (75%). The school district is ranked by the Texas 

Education Agency as one of the strongest academic districts in Texas in 

terms of achievement on measures such as CTBS scores. 

The site was chosen because the district has appropriate 

microcomputer facilities, is interested in improving the writing 

ability of their students with treatment such as this, and had planned 

to use computers in the sixth grade language arts classes during the 

spring semester of the 1983-84 school year. The Computer Coordinator 

for the district had invited the research to be carried out in the 

Piano schools with sixth graders and promised support from teachers, 

staff, and facilities. 

Bowman Middle School, which represents a mix of socioeconomic 

levels, ethnicity, and ability was chosen as the test site. Within 
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this one school, for example, exist programs for Chapter I Reading as 

well as programs for Talented and Gifted. In addition, racial groups 

within Bowman include Anglos, Hispanics and Blacks. As the variables 

of ability and ethnicity were important ones in the pilot study. Bowman 

was chosen by the district to be the most representative 'mix' of 

district population. 

Experimental Variables 

Independent Variable 

The independent variable was treatment method and was based on 

group affiliation: the combined effects of sentence combining, story 

expansion, and microcomputer-delivery (Group A), sentence combining 

practice on microcomputer (Group B), and traditional delivery of 

sentence combining and written expansion (Group C). 

Dependent Variables 

Dependent variables were: measures of written syntactic 

maturity analyzed by Hunt's T-unit technique (1965). Measures chosen 

were based on previous research (Piper, 1983b) and included number of 

embeddings per T-unit and mean T-unit length. 

Extraneous Variables 

Extraneous variables included: maturation and changes in 

language abilities during the course of the study, writing practice 

received in classes other than language arts, microcomputer purchase 

and use during the time of the study, possible teacher difference, and 

absences/illnesses of the participants. 
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Specific Procedures 

Teacher Training and Scheduling 

To ensure adequate use of student/teacher time. Piano requested 

that the fall semester of the 1983-84 school year be spent in teacher 

training with Bank Street Writer and sentence combining/story expansion 

theory- Actual research with students was estimated to take 11 weeks 

during the spring of 1984. This time allowed for two weeks of 

keyboarding practice, as keyboarding ability was thought to be a 

critical element in the pilot study (Piper, 1983b). Three weeks were 

spent on introduction and use of Bank Street Writer, leaving six weeks 

for actual treatment. Judging from previous research and the pilot 

study, a minimum of six to eight weeks of treatment seemed to be 

necessary to realize any growth in syntactic maturity. 

Group Assignment 

Randomization of students into one of the three groups was 

impossible due to existing class structure, scheduling conflicts, 

number of computers in the school, and the special programs in which 

the students participated. Students who lacked CTBS records, pretest 

or posttest scores, or missed at least three sessions were dropped from 

statistical analysis. The total N of 86 allowed for three cells of at 

least 25 students each. The target N was determined by the available 

number of available students, access to computers, and the requirements 

of methodology. 

Pretest Procedures 

Each student completed a standard demographic sheet designed by 

the researcher. A sample demographic sheet appears in the Appendix A. 
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This demographic data provided information regarding microcomputer 

ownership, sex, age, language spoken in the home, ethnicity, special 

class placement, and student perception of writing ability. This data 

was used in Chi Square analyses to determine existing between group 

differences on demographic variables listed above. Results of Chi 

Square analyses appear in Chapter Four. 

Narrative story starters with teacher scripts for introduction 

and motivation were presented to each group to assess written syntactic 

maturity. These pretests and posttests are included in the Appendix. 

Each student had the same topic, prompting questions, and a maximum of 

20 minutes to complete the pretest. Upon completion of the six-week 

treatment, the researcher analyzed pretests according to embeddings per 

T-unit and mean T-unit length. 

Treatment 

Appropriate subjects were instructed in sentence combining, 

microcomputer operation, and story expansion by their regular language 

arts teacher. Materials from which the teachers presented were 

designed by the researcher and are included in the Appendix. The 

treatment varied from standard sentence combining activity delivered by 

microcomputer followed by story expansion on computer to traditional 

sentence combining/story expansion plus parts of speech CAI . 

Standard sentence combining activity included oral presentation 

and instruction in the technique (scripts provided), practice with 

examples (provided), oral discussion of student responses in edit 

teams, peer editing, and student manipulation of sentences and sentence 

parts. Sentences formed through sentence combining cohered to form a 

story concept, which served as the story starter for story expansion 

(adapted from Strong, 1981). Story expansion included student reading 

of this opening paragraph to a story and independent free writing 
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of the remainder of the story to some conclusion. 

This structure differed somewhat from that in the pilot study 

due to scheduling, open concept physical configurations, and the small 

number of computers in each classroom. (The pilot study took place in a 

computer center which was not available at Bowman.) However, the 

classroom setting allowed the researcher to better define situations 

that may render the technique more or less effective in a regular, 

self-contained classroom. As such, the results may be more 

generalizable than if the research had been conducted in a computer 

center. 

Group A. Group A represented the combined effects of sentence 

combining, story expansion, and microcomputer use. Because of the 

number of computers per class (4 to 5), the teacher introduced the 

sentence combining lesson to the whole class at once. Students were 

encouraged to respond orally to the lesson at that time. Total 

introduction time was approximately 30 minutes. Throughout the rest of 

the week, students rotated through the computer stations to complete 

the first sessions for each lesson. Each student group was allotted 20 

minutes on the computer. Stories were printed out and student edit 

teams met for oral discussions of the resultant stories. During this 

time, students followed a set of suggestions to aid in the editing of a 

team member's work. 

The second session for each lesson focused on editing and story 

expansion. Students rotated through the computer stations to edit, 

revise, and save their stories for printing. Each student was allotted 

20 minutes at the computer during this phase of the lesson. 

Group B. Group B represented the effects of sentence combining 

and microcomputer use without story expansion. Introduction, lesson 

presentation, discussion, and scheduling of computer time was the same 

as for Group A. However, this group completed the sentence combining 

on the computer, printed out lessons, and met with edit teams, but 
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edits and revisions were limited to actual writeouts students 

produced. Students in Group B did not expand these writeouts into 

stories. 

Group C. Group C, the control group, represented effects of 

traditional delivery of sentence combining and story expansion 

techniques. The control group followed the same guidelines and used 

the same materials for introduction, lesson presentation, discussion, 

and scheduling of writing time as did the other two groups. However, 

students in Group C completed the sentence combining activities with 

paper and pencil and later expanded these into stories. Edit teams met 

as in the other teams, except that all edits were made using pencil and 

paper. Because of district policy, these students participated in 20 

minute weekly sessions using SVE parts of speech drill and practice 

software. 

In each of the treatment groups, students worked in pairs or 

small groups during the edit/revision stages, as writing research 

indicates that student interactions positively influence growth in 

writing skills (Evanechko, et al., 1975). Time on task was equal for 

students in each group. Writing products for the two computer groups 

were saved onto diskettes and printed out for use by subject edit 

teams. Control group students edited and kept their written work. 

Assessment Procedures 

Pretesting consisted of an initial student sample of narrative 

writing (a story expansion activity not triggered by sentence combining 

experience). Each student received the same topic, prompting, and a 

20-minute time limit. On completion of the study, posttests of written 

syntactic maturity (Hunt, 1965) were given. A different writing 

stimulus, but also narrative in nature, comprised the posttest. Again, 

each teacher presented students with the same topic, prompting, and 
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20-minute time limit. Student pretest and posttest papers were coded on 

completion of the research by the researcher. Group and student 

numbers were masked during coding. In addition, dates and names were 

masked during coding to eliminate bias due to knowledge of 

Pre-treatment/post-treatment efforts or group affiliations. 

Each of these tests was analyzed using measures of syntactic 

ability, specifically, mean T-unit length and number of embeddings per 

T-unit. Scoring proceeded in the following manner: 

1. E:ach paper was skimmed. 

2. Meaningless sections were deleted per Hunt's research 

(1965). 

3. Papers were read again to determine beginning and ending 

points of each T-unit. These points were separated using a slash (/) 

mark. 

4. Elach T-unit was read again to find the kernel or base 

sentence and embeddings. 

5. Each embedding was marked using parentheses (). Adjectives, 

adverbs, prepositional phrases, restrictive relative clauses, 

non-restrictive relative clauses, appositives, and predicate adjectives 

were counted, as these were topics taught in weekly lessons designed by 

the researcher. Clauses and phrases that function like adjectives or 

adverbs were counted as one embedding. The articles (the, a, an) and 

negatives (no, not, contractions) were not counted as embeddings. 

Decisions regarding how to count embeddings and T-units were made based 

on previous research (O'Hare, 1973) and techniques presented during the 

sentence combining lessons. 

Analysis of covariance was used to determine statistically 

significant differences (p < .05) of the influence of group treatment 

on syntactic maturity as evidenced by mean T-unit length and embeddings 

per T-unit. Syntactic maturity was measured using Hunt's T-unit count 

technique on student writing samples taken over a period of one week 

immediately preceding and following treatment. Posttest scores were 

analyzed using covariants of CTBS language expression percentile scores 
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and written pretest scores. 

Differences between pre- and posttest measures of mean T-unit 

length and embeddings per T-unit were also analyzed using CTBS scores 

and pretest writing scores as single covariants. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS 

All statistical measures employed were in an effort to confirm 

or disprove the one-tailed research hypotheses at the .05 level: 

Hypothesis One 

The combined effects of sentence combining and story expansion, 

delivered on the microcomputer, will significantly enhance syntactic 

maturity as measured by embeddings per T-unit of sixth grade students 

in the experimental group as compared to the control group. 

Hypothesis Two 

The combined effects of sentence combining and story expansion, 

delivered on the microcomputer, will significantly enhance syntactic 

maturity as measured by mean T-unit length of sixth grade students in 

the experimental group as ccMnpared to the control group. 

The Statistical Analysis System (SAS) statistical program was 

used to analyze data. SAS was chosen because it contains procedures 

needed in analyzing this research data, such as: Chi Square, ANOVA, 

and ANCOVA. Within this system, the variables in each group are 

consistent with respect to the presence or absence of missing values. 

Missing data was coded as zero and was not included in statistical 

analysis. Results were judged to be statistically significant at the 

.05 level (p < .05). 

Pre-experimental Analysis 

Chi Square 

Chi square was used to pinpoint possible preexisting differences 

among groups on variables that might affect the interpretation of 

30 
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posttest analyses. Nonparametric data analyzed by group with Chi 

Square included: age (11, 12, 13), sex (Male, Female) ethnicity 

(Anglo, Hispanic, Black, Other), special class attendance (Attend, Not 

Attend), perceived writing ability (High, Low as compared to others), 

language spoken at home (English, Spanish, other), microcomputer at 

home (Used for Education, Used for Games, Not Own). Results are 

summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Chi Square Analyses of Group by Demographic Variables 

Age 

Sex 

Ethnic Group 

Perceived Writing Ability 

Special Class Attendance 

Language Spoken at Home 

Microcomputer at Home 

DF 

6 

2 

8 

4 

4 

4 

4 

CHI SQUARE 

VALUE 

7.49 

4.19 

10.24 

6.80 

4.67 

3.18 

12.46 

P 

.28 

.12 

.25 

.15 

.32 

.53 

.052 

With the exception of one measure, home microcomputer ownership, 

no significant differences were found among groups. A significantly 

higher percent of the students in the combined effects group (Group A) 

owned a microcomputer than did students in either of the other two 

groups (p=.052). Although not statistically significant, this 

difference could be important in data interpretation and implications. 
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An observation of Table 2 reveals that of those students in 

Group A who owned home computers, the majority of these students used 

them exclusively for games as opposed to education. 

Table 2 

Comparison of Microcomputer Use at Home by Group 
N (%) 

Group A 
N=26 

Group B 
N=28 

Group C 
N=30 

Yes, for 
Education 

7 (26.9) 

10 (34.5) 

8 (26.7) 

Yes, for 
Games 

10 (38.5) 

1 (3.5) 

6 (20) 

No 
Not Own 

9 (34.6) 

17 (58.6) 

16 (53.3) 

Number in parentheses is percentage of total group response to item. 

Analysis of Variance 

The Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills, language expression 

subtest, was used in an attempt to assess preexisting language 

expression abilities of each group. This standardized measure provided 

information on significant differences between groups with respect to 

language expression (as measured by CTBS). 

Table 3 illustrates analysis of variance results. Analysis of 

variance indicated significance (F(2,74)=5.24, p < .05). The Scheffe 

test was used to pinpoint the difference. The difference in means 

between groups A and C (.58) indicated that these groups were very much 

alike in language expression ability. Group B, on the other hand, was 

significantly higher in pre-experimental analysis of CTBS scores than 

either Groups A or C. Because of this difference, CTBS scores of 
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language expression ability were used as a covariant when testing the 

effect of treatment on dependent variables. 

Table 3 

Analysis of Variance of CTBS Scores by Group 

SOURCE 

Model 

Error 

Corrected 

df 

2,74 

74 

76 

SS 

4052.26 

28617.27 

32669.53 

CTBS Comparison by Group 

B 

B 

A 

— 

— 

— 

A 

C 

C 

MS F p 

2026.13 5.24 .007(*) 

386.72 

Difference Between Means 

15.04 (*) 

15.62 (*) 

.58 

* statistically significant at the .05 level 

Post-experimental Analysis 

Pretest and Posttest Writing Statistics 

Tables 4, 5, and 6 illustrate frequency data from pretest and 

posttest writing samples. Frequency data were computed on each of the 

following variables for all 86 students: pre- and post-mean T-unit, 

pre- and posttest embeddings per T-unit, and delta mean T-unit and 

embeddings per T-unit. 

This information is summarized by group (A, B, C). Total N for 

each variable varies due to missing data. 
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Table 4 

Measures of Syntactic Writing Maturity for Group A 
N=26 (9 girls, 17 boys) 

PRE- MEAN T-UNIT 
POST- MEAN T-UNIT 
DELTA MEAN T-UNIT 
PRE- EMBEDDINGS 
PER T-UNIT 

POST- EMBEDDINGS 
PER T-UNIT 

DELTA EMBEDDINGS 
PER T-UNIT 

N 

26 
25 
25 

26 

25 

25 

MEAN 

9.90 
10.63 
-0.76 

2.92 

3.66 

0.74 

STD 
DEV 

2.66 
2.78 
3.65 

0.87 

1.17 

1.42 

Table 5 

HIN 
VALUE 

5.80 
6.10 
-6.00 

1.30 

2.10 

-1.90 

MAX 
VALUE 

20.00 
18.20 
7.00 

5.80 

7.00 

4.90 

STD ERR 
OF MEAN 

0.52 
0.56 
0.73 

0.17 

0.23 

0.28 

Measures of Syntactic Writing Maturity for Group B 
N=29 (18 girls, 11 boys) 

PRE- MEAN T-UNIT 
POST MEAN T-UNIT 
DELTA MEAN T-UNIT 
PRE- EMBEDDINGS 
PER T-UNIT 

POST EMBEDDINGS 
PER T-UNIT 

DELTA EMBEDDINGS 
PER T-UNIT 

N 

29 
29 
29 

29 

29 

29 

MEAN 

10.55 
9.87 
0.93 

3.00 

3.39 

0.39 

STD 
DEV 

2.31 
1.76 
6.14 

0.74 

0.70 

0.81 

MIN 
VALUE 

6.30 
7.80 

-17.00 

1.90 

2.20 

-1.30 

MAX 
VALUE 

15.30 
14.40 
12.00 

4.40 

5.30 

1.40 

STD ERR 
OF MEAN 

0.43 
0.33 
1.14 

0.14 

0.13 

0.15 
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Measures of Syntactic Writing Maturity for Group C 
N=31 (16 girls, 15 boys) 

PRE- MEAN T-UNIT 
POST MEAN T-UNIT 
DELTA MEAN T-UNIT 
PRE- EMBEDDINGS 
PER T-UNIT 

POST EMBEDDINGS 
PER T-UNIT 

DELTA EMBEDDINGS 
PER T-UNIT 

N MEAN 
STD 
DEV 

MIN 
VALUE 

MAX 
VALUE 

STD ERR 
OF MEAN 

30 
31 
30 

30 

31 

30 

10.51 
10.31 
-1.50 

3.35 

3.17 

-0.20 

2.27 
4.76 
4.80 

0.87 

0.61 

1.00 

6.40 
6.00 

-17.00 

1.40 

1.90 

-2.00 

15.80 
34.80 
6.00 

4.80 

4.40 

1.70 

0.42 
0.85 
0.88 

0.16 

0.11 

0.18 

Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) 

Analysis of covariance was computed with the independent 

variable of treatment based on group assignment (A, B, C) and dependent 

variables: posttest mean T-unit length, delta mean T-unit length, 

posttest embeddings per T-unit, and delta embeddings per T-unit. 

Because the researcher could not assume equality of groups, scores on 

CTBS language expression subtest, pretest scores on mean T-unit length 

and embeddings per T-unit were used as covariants. This controlled for 

at least some of the probable variance among groups. 

All dependent variables were consistent with respect to the 

presence or absence of missing values. Only 84 observations were 

analyzed. Table 7 illustrates results of posttest mean T-unit scores 

for Groups A, B, and C when pretest mean T-unit scores are used as 

covariates. 
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Posttest Mean T-unit Length 

Pretest mean T-unit length scores were used as covariants in 

this analysis of among-group differences in posttest mean T-unit 

lengths. Mean T-unit length is the average of the number of words an 

individual uses per T-unit. This dependent variable was analyzed by 

group, holding pretest mean T-unit scores constant to determine if 

instructional technique influenced this measure of writing ability. 

Results indicated that there was a strong relationship between 

the significant covariate (pretest mean T-unit length) and the 

dependent variable (p = .039). With the adjustment made due to 

preexisting differences in ability in this area, there was a 

significant difference among groups (F(2,80)=7.61, p < .05). 

Scheffe's test indicated that the significant difference was 

evident when comparing either Group A or C to Group B. Students in 

Group B scored higher on this measure than did students in either Group 

A or C. 

Table 7 

Posttest Scores of Mean T-unit Length by Group 
Covariate: Pretest of Mean T-unit Length 

SOURCE 

Model 
Error 
Corrected 

Group 
Pre-T 

Group with 
Covariate 

df 

3 
80 
83 

2,80 
1,80 

2,80 

SS 

289.15 
1005.99 
1295.14 

233.64 
55.51 

191.30 

Group Comparison by Posttest Mean 
T-unit Scores with Covariate 

B - C 
B - A 
A - C 

MS 

96. 
12. 

1 

38 
58 

F 

7.66 

9.29 
4.41 

7.61 

P 

• OOOK*) 

.0002(*) 

.038 (*) 

.0009(*) 

Difference Between Means 

3.07 (*) 
3.89 (*) 
1.58 

* statistically significant at the .05 level 
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Posttest Embeddings per T-unit 

Pretest embeddings per T-unit scores were used as covariants in 

this analysis of among-group differences in posttest embeddings per 

T-unit. Embeddings per T-unit is a measure of the number of words, 

phrases, or clauses that are added to the base structure. This measure 

of writing ability is thought to be indicative of written syntactic 

maturity. This particular score should be representative of the 

effects of treatment in that sentence combining lessons focused on 

embedding words, phrases, or clauses into base structures. Therefore, 

embeddings per T-unit scores may be the most appropriate measure of the 

effectiveness of instructional technique. Posttest embeddings per 

T-unit was analyzed by group, using pretest embeddings per T-unit 

scores as covariates, to investigate the effect of instructional 

technique on growth of this measure. Results are summarized in 

Table 8. 

Data indicated that there was not a strong relationship between 

the dependent variable and the covariant (p =.15). However, the 

covariant seems to have removed enough of the variance to detect 

statistically significant differences between groups (F(2,80)=3.18, 

p < .05). 

The Scheffe test was used to isolate group differences. While 

there appeared to be little difference between Groups A and B or B and 

C, a difference between means of .51 exists between Groups A and C. 

Differences between adjusted means for Groups A, B, and C indicated 

that scores for Group A were higher than either B or C, but 

statistically significant only between Groups A and C. 
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Table 8 

Posttest Embeddings per T-unit by Group 
Covariate: Pretest Scores of Embeddings per T-unit 

SOURCE 

Model 
Error 
Corrected 

Group 
Pre-E/T 

Group with 
Covariate 

df 

3 
80 
83 

2,80 
1,80 

2,80 

SS 

5.07 
55.82 
60.88 

3.60 
1.46 

4.44 

Group Comparison by Posttest Elmbeddings 
per T-unit with Covariate 

A - B 
A - C 
B - C 

MS 

1.69 
0.70 

F 

2.42 

2.58 
2.10 

3.18 

P 

.072 

.081 

.151 

.0467(*) 

Difference Between Means 

.274 

.514 (*) 

.239 

* statistically significant at the .05 level 

Delta Mean T-unit Length 

The difference between pretest and posttest measures of mean 

T-unit length was analyzed by group using CTBS language expression 

scores as a covariant. Because pre-experimental analysis of variance 

of CTBS language expression scores by group indicated a statistically 

significant difference when either Group A or C was compared to B, CTBS 

language expression was used to hold constant the influence of this 

pre-research score on treatment results. 

CTBS language expression scores were not significant covariates 

in this analysis. In addition, when growth in mean T-unit scores was 

compared between groups, no significance could be noted. It appears 

that treatment did not affect growth in the difference in pre- and 

posttest mean T-unit scores. 

Delta Embeddings per T-unit 

The difference between pretest and posttest measures of 
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embeddings per T-unit was analyzed by group using CTBS language 

expression scores as a covariant. CTBS language expression scores were 

used as a covariant because of preexisting conditions described above. 

Results are summarized in Table 9. 

There appears to be a significant difference among groups that 

cannot be attributed to the effect of CTBS scores. CTBS scores were 

not significant covariants and there did not appear to be a strong 

relationship between CTBS scores and the dependent variables. 

A statistically significant difference between groups on this 

dependent measure was found (F(2,74)=4.72, p < .05). The Scheffe test 

was used to note between group differences. While neither Group A and 

B nor Group B and C was significantly different, differences between 

means for Groups A and C were significantly different at the .05 

level. Delta embeddings per T-unit means for Group A were .93 higher 

than means for Group C. 

Table 9 

Delta Embeddings per T-unit Scores by Group 
Covariate: CTBS language expression score 

SOURCE 

Model 
Error 
Corrected 

Group 
CTBS score 

2 
1 

df 

3 
71 
74 

,74 
,74 

SS 

11.85 
86.02 
97.87 

11.09 
0.76 

MS 

3.95 
1.21 

F 

3.26 

4.58 
0.63 

P 

.026 (*) 

.013 (*) 

.431 

Group with 2,74 
Covariate 

11.42 4.72 .0119(*) 

Group Comparison by Delta Embeddings 
per T-unit with Covariate 

A - B 
A - C 
B - C 

Difference Between Means 

.323 

.934 (*) 

.610 

* statistically significant at the .05 level 
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Summary 

Based on statistical analyses, the researcher fails to reject 

Hypothesis One. The combined effects of sentence combining and story 

expansion, delivered on the microcomputer, significantly enhanced 

syntactic maturity, as measured by embeddings per T-unit, of sixth 

grade students in the experimental group as compared to the control 

group. 

The researcher fails to accept the Hypothesis Two. The combined 

effects of sentence combining and story expansion, delivered on the 

microcomputer, did not significantly enhance syntactic maturity, as 

measured by mean T-unit length, of sixth grade students in the 

experimental group as compared to the control group. 

Syntactic maturity was measured by two variables: mean T-unit 

length and embeddings per T-unit. Mean T-unit length was not 

significantly increased as a result of this treatment. In fact, the 

sentence combining, microcomputer-delivery group (Group B) increased 

more on mean T-unit length than did either Group A or Group B. 

Delta mean T-unit analysis by groups failed to note significant 

differences. It appears that the treatment did little to influence 

growth in this particular measure of syntactic maturity. 

The other measure of syntactic maturity, embeddings per T-unit, 

did seem to be positively affected by treatment. A significant 

difference between groups on this measure existed in the direction 

hypothesized. The hypothesis that the combined effects of sentence 

combining and story expansion, delivered on the microcomputer, 

significantly enhances syntactic maturity as measured by embeddings per 

T-unit was accepted. The experimental group (Group A) scored 

significantly better than the control group (Group C). This trend also 

appeared when analyzing delta embeddings per T-unit. The embeddings 

per T-unit measure was sensitive to microcomputer delivery of sentence 

combining and story expansion. It appears that further research may be 

necessary to discover why embeddings per T-unit were positively 

affected by treatment in the direction hypothesized while growth in 

mean T-unit length was not. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION 

This chapter offers a discussion of the interpretations, 

conclusions, and recommendations based on the research study described 

in the previous pages. Implications for education and limitations of 

the study address the practical applications and further research needs 

illuminated by these conclusions. 

Interpretat ions 

Results of statistical tests reported previously need to be 

discussed within the framework of this research. Pre-experimental 

analyses focused on pinpointing existing differences among groups that 

might later affect the interpretation of statistical analyses designed 

to assess growth due to instructional technique. Dependent variables 

thought to be important to the results of this study were measured 

prior to treatment. Chi square was used to note significant 

differences in data that were nonparametric in nature. None of the 

following comparisons were statistically significant: age, sex, 

ethnicity, special class, perceived writing ability, or language spoken 

at home. Statistically significant differences were not detected among 

the three groups on any of these variables. 

One measure, microcomputer ownership at home, does indicated an 

area of possible difference among groups that might affect 

interpretation of this study. A value of p < .05 was set to determine 

significance. The data indicate a statistically significant difference 

among groups in terms of home ownership of microcomputer (p=.052). 

Table 2 illustrates that in Group A (combined effects experimental), 

65% owned a microcomputer. In Group B (partial effects), 38% owned a 

microcomputer, and in Group C (traditional presentation control), 47% 

owned a microcomputer. While this does indicate a difference among 

groups, it also addresses an issue of concern in this study—the use of 

microcomputers. 

41 
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When research introduces a new tool for learning and compares its 

success to the success of traditional materials, the novelty effect is 

a concern. Subjects in the experimental group, who used computers for 

both presentation and completion of sentence combining lessons, 

revisions, and story expiansion activities, also owned the largest 

percent of computers. This could imply that students who already owned 

and used computers might be less affected by the novelty of a new 

media. It could, therefore, lessen the effect of the novelty factor in 

contributing to growth in measures of writing ability. 

Data also seem to indicate that although students in Group A 

owned more microcomputers than did students in either Groups B or C, 

students within this group did not use the computer for education at a 

significantly higher rate than did students in other groups. Answers 

to the question of microcomputer ownership were coded in one of three 

ways. Checking the first blank indicated ownership and educational 

use. Checking the second blank indicated ownership and entertainment 

use. Checking the third blank indicated no ownership. 

The differences implied by the first two responses to this item, 

although both positive in regards to ownership, are important ones. 

Students who responded positively to the second option (entertainment), 

indicate a more passive use of the machine. Arcade game software bears 

little resemblance, either in structure or use, to word processing 

software. Students who responded positively to the first option 

(education), indicated a more involved use of the machine. However, 

differences still exist between uses of home educational software, most 

of which is drill and practice, and word processing programs. 

When responses to the item concerning microcomputer ownership 

are analyzed based on the percentage of students in each group who 

chose the first option (own and use for education), the comparison is 

much more equitable. In group A, 27% of the students who owned 

computers used them for education. In group B, 34% of students who own 

microcomputers use them at home for education. And in group C, 27% of 
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the students who owned microcomputers used them for education. Thus, 

any effects of inequitable microcomputer ownership may have been 

tempered by the uses of those microcomputers at home. 

The Effect of CTBS Score 

As noted in Table 3, analysis of variance indicated a 

significant difference between groups on scores of the Comprehensive 

Test of Basic Skills, language expression subtest (p=.007). The 

Scheffe test pinpointed the difference. Groups A and C showed little 

difference (mean score difference was .58); however. Group B (partial 

treatment) was significantly higher in pre-experimental language 

expression abilities as measured by the CTBS language expression 

subtest. Because this difference in CTBS scores among groups was 

noted, analysis of covariance using CTBS scores as covariants was 

used. When the effect of CTBS scores on the dependent variable was 

used to hold constant preexisting differences in this measure of 

language expression, any effects the score might have had on measures 

of syntactic ability should have been controlled. 

Mean T-Unit Length 

Table 7 illustrates that treatment did not affect mean T-unit 

length in the direction hypothesized. Pretests of mean T-unit length 

were used as covariants in this analysis of group differences. 

Students in Group B (partial effects) scored higher mean T-unit length 

counts than did students in either Group A or Group C. Group B 

students seemed to write longer T-units, yet as can be interpreted from 

embeddings per T-unit analyses, they embedded fewer elements into the 

base structure. One possible explanation of this lack of difference is 

that when younger (or less linguistically experienced) students begin 
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to embed words, phrases, and clauses into existing T-units, they tend 

to use words, such as adjectives and adverbs, more often and easily 

than they use phrases and/or clauses. Frequent use of phrases, 

clauses, and other advanced sentence combining techniques, would result 

in longer mean T-unit length. Based on the structure of the sentence 

combining lessons and the maturity levels of students, the researcher 

estimated that growth in syntactic writing ability due to treatment 

would more likely be evidenced by embedded words rather than by phrases 

and clauses. Conversely, another interpretation of this finding might 

be that as students become more adept at sentence combining techniques, 

more embedded sentence parts can be packed into shorter and shorter 

T-units. 

Delta mean T-unit length (posttest minus pretest) was also 

analyzed using CTBS language expression scores as covariants. CTBS 

scores were used because students in Group B initially had higher 

scores on the CTBS subtest than did students in either Group A or Group 

C. Delta, or growth scores, were important because of group 

differences noted in post-experimental analysis on mean T-unit length. 

When delta mean T-unit length was analyzed using CTBS scores as 

covariants, it was not found to be significantly different among 

groups. Group B, which had initially scored higher on the CTBS written 

language expression subtest, may have demonstrated higher posttest mean 

T-unit length scores due to preexisting ability in this area. However, 

when pretests of mean T-unit length were subtracted from posttest 

scores in this area (CTBS scores as covariants), the differences among 

groups did not appear to be significant. 

Embeddings per T-Unit 

Table 8 illustrates results of the embeddings per T-unit 

measure. A significant difference existed between the experimental and 

control groups (Groups A and C) on this measure. The researcher 

expected embeddings per T-unit to be extremely sensitive to the 

treatment because of lesson design. Each of the six sentence combining 
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lessons focused on a particular embedding technique, from embedding 

adjectives and adverbs, to embedding relative clauses. To successfully 

embed structures, students must be able to understand a given base 

structure and embellish that structure with words, phrases, or 

clauses. The resultant combination, or writeout, must adhere to the 

meanings of the original base structure and other sentences within the 

sentence combining cluster. The ability to manipulate the words, 

phrases, and clauses into the base structure in such a way as to 

preserve and yet expand on the original meaning involved linguistic 

abilities that dealt with both syntax and semantics. Thus, the 

sentence combining task itself encouraged growth in syntactic maturity 

and writing ability. 

Due to the ease with which words, phrases, and clauses could be 

moved around and revised with word processing programs on 

microcomputers, it was hypothesized that students in Group A would be 

more likely to make revisions and experiment with various structures 

when completing lessons on the microcomputer. In addition, the second 

portion of the experimental treatment, story expansion, provided an 

opportunity for students to complete the story begun by the sentence 

combining clusters and to use some of the sentence combining techniques 

while doing so. Posttest writing samples indicate frequent use of 

various embedding techniques. 

Based on the results of the analysis of variance and Scheffe 

tests, the experimental group's scores on embeddings per T-unit were 

significantly different from scores for the control group. The 

difference was in the direction hypothesized. Delta embeddings per 

T-unit analyses among groups confirmed this trend, even when CTBS 

scores were used as covariants. It seems that the combined effects of 

sentence combining lessons and story expansion influenced this 

particular measure of writing ability. 

The fact that differences were not found between groups B 

(microcomputer for delivery of sentence combining lessons only; 
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traditional story completion) and C (traditional presentation and story 

completion) may suggest that the ability to embed structures is 

enhanced by the interaction of microcomputer delivery lessons and story 

expansion completion. 

Another possible interpretation of differences in growth among 

groups is prior ability in language expression. However, CTBS language 

expression scores were not significant covariants in analyses of delta 

embeddings per T-unit. Further research is needed to investigate the 

effect of language expression abilities on successful use of the 

treatment described in this research. 

Conclus ions 

Based on statistical analysis, the researcher fails to reject 

the hypothesis that the combined effects of sentence combining and 

story expansion, delivered on the microcomputer, significantly enhances 

syntactic maturity, as measured by embeddings per T-unit of sixth grade 

students in the experimental as compared to the control group. 

The researcher fails to accept the hypothesis that the combined 

effects of sentence combining and story expansion, delivered on the 

microcomputer, significantly enhances syntactic maturity, as measured 

by mean T-unit length, of sixth grade students in the experimental as 

compared to the control group. 

This decision was based on failure of mean T-unit length to 

increase due to treatment. Syntactic maturity as described earlier was 

measured by two variables: mean T-unit length and embeddings per 

T-unit. Mean T-unit length was not significantly increased in the 

direction hypothesized as a result of this treatment. In fact, the 

sentence combining, microcomputer-delivery group produced longer mean 

T-units than did the combined effects or control group. 
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Delta mean T-unit analysis by groups failed to note significant 

differences in mean T-unit length among groups based on treatment. It 

appears that the treatment did little to influence this particular 

measure of syntactic maturity. 

However, the other measure of syntactic maturity, embeddings per 

T-unit, did seem to be affected by treatment. A significant difference 

between groups on this measure existed in the direction hypothesized. 

The experimental group (Group A) scored significantly better than the 

control group (Group C). This trend also appeared when analyzing delta 

embeddings per T-unit. ,In the case of embeddings per T-unit, the 

hypothesis was confirmed. Einbeddings per T-unit scores were sensitive 

to microcomputer delivery of sentence combining and story expansion. 

Further research may be necessary to investigate why embeddings per 

T-unit were sensitive to treatment while mean T-unit length was not. 

While caution must be used in interpretation of the results of 

this research, the combination of structured sentence combining lessons 

and story expansion delivered by word processing programs affects at 

least one measure of growth in syntactic maturity. Embeddings per 

T-unit were increased significantly for members of the group receiving 

the total effects treatment. Partial presentation of the technique 

(sentence combining lessons delivered on microcomputer; no story 

expansion on computer) and traditional presentation (no computer for 

either delivery or expansion) did not significantly affect growth in 

either measure of writing ability. 

The computer might have offered students an opportunity to 

experiment with written language during the lesson presentation and 

combination phase. During the story expansion phase, they could 

experiment with new techniques in an environment that allowed for easy 

revisions and fluid writing. In addition, the microcomputer-delivered 

sentence combining techniques seemed to transfer to pencil/paper 

writing ability. This factor is important in the successful 

implementation of this technique. While the study itself involved the 
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combination of computer presentation and use for expansion, both 

pretest and posttest measures of writing ability were conducted using 

pencil and paper. This decision was made because a true measure of 

writing ability as opposed to the ability to type or use computers was 

needed for both pretest and posttest. At the posttest stage, 

inequities would have existed due to the varying amount of computer use 

among groups. However, the use of pencil, paper, and timed posttests 

illustrated the successful transfer of the treatment method to 

traditional writing methods and tools. 

These conclusions seem to support the use of microconputer 

delivery of sentence combining lessons and story expansion activities 

in an effort to increase syntactic maturity as measured by embeddings 

per T-unit. However, caution must be used in interpreting these 

conclusions because of the influence of variables as yet unidentified 

and the failure of treatment to affect mean T-unit length. Further 

research is needed to pinpoint extraneous variables that may have been 

contributing to the success of this technique in addition to treatment. 

Implications 

Current interest in declining student writing scores on 

standardized tests and in the effective use of computers in educational 

settings is high. The use of the computer as a tool for writing has 

been applauded, yet few studies have addressed specific techniques to 

make its use more instructional and effective. Both the results of 

this study and its implementation in actual classroom settings have 

implications for educational use and further research. 

As is evidenced by the series of analysis of covariance, the 

combined effects experimental group evidenced gains that were 

significantly different from either Group A or B in measures of 

embeddings per T-unit. This difference has direct implications for 
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the manner in which instruction in writing technique and computers as 

writing tools are used. 

The control group received the same sentence combining lessons 

and presentation and participated in the same story expansion 

activities as did the experimental group. Only the method of 

presentation and writing tool differed. In addition to the traditional 

sentence combining lessons and writing practice, the control group 

students used the computer twice weekly with parts of speech software 

of a "drill and practice" nature. Although their mean T-unit scores 

were not statistically different from the experimental total effects 

group, their embeddings per T-unit scores were. A growth in mean 

T-unit length would not necessarily translate to improved or more 

mature writing. Longer is not necessarily better. Learning to express 

more ideas in a given sentence, by efficient use of embeddings and 

additions, is more likely to indicate growth in writing maturity. As 

embeddings represent the embellishments to sentence bases that make 

writing more colorful, explicit, and personal, the difference is an 

important one. 

Based on research questions delineated in Chapter One, 

feasibility of experimental treatment in the typical middle school 

classroom needs to be addressed. The use of the classroom 

microcomputer as a writing tool, effectiveness with various student 

groups, teacher time, and classroom structure must be considered. The 

combination of sentence combining, story expansion, and microcomputer 

use was more effective in increasing embeddings per T-unit than either 

traditional sentence combining or sentence combining and microcomputer 

use alone. Microcomputers seemed to encourage the manipulation of 

language and may have made the editing and revision process less 

painful. Students may have practiced new embeddings techniques when 

expanding writeouts on the computer due to the ease of revision. 

Students may need to experience manipulating new language structures 

outside of the sentence combining lesson with a forgiving writing tool 

before being able to internalize the structures. 
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This research may enable educators to better define effective 

use of the computer as a tool for writing instruction. Many school 

districts currently use the computer in writing instruction in one of 

two ways: either as a simple delivery system for software that 

presents mechanics, parts of speech, or writing technique in a drill 

and practice format, or for word processing of reports, stories, or 

other assignments. The most successful use of the computer as a tool 

for writing instruction in this research was a combination of active 

practice in writing technique and creative expansion of a storyline 

with opportunities to use the techniques. The lack of one of these 

components may render the use of word processors for sentence combining 

less effective in a school setting. However, further research is 

needed to substantiate the superiority of combined effects presentation 

as opposed to various partial presentations. 

This particular instruction seemed equally effective for 

students of either sex, various ethnic groups, ages (within the 

framework of ages of sixth graders), and levels of perceived writing 

ability. Neither language spoken at home nor special class attendance 

seemed to make a difference in the success of the technique. However, 

prior ability in language expression may be a determining factor in 

growth rate, however. With students of high language expression 

ability, teachers may need to design sentence combining lessons that 

start with more difficult combining techniques and make the students 

stretch beyond their present abilities. Further research is needed to 

define lesson content that might be most appropriate with students who 

already exhibit strong language expression abilities. 

Weekly discussion with teachers indicated support for the 

treatment when enough time was allotted for treatment and other 

required curricular responsibilities. One important implication might 

be an increase in the normally allotted computer time of 10 to 20 

minutes per child and a lessening of other curricular demands when the 

research treatment is being used. In addition, various physical 

settings may render the use of the computer as a tool more or less 

effective-
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Computer placement, pupil-computer ratio, and classroom arrangements 

might all be variables in further research. 

In summary, although the treatment was effective in enhancing 

the embeddings per T-unit measure of syntactic writing ability, it did 

not affect the mean T-unit length measure. It received support from 

both students and teachers and requests most often made were for more 

time on task. However, further research is needed before actual 

criteria can be defined that will lead to continual success of the 

treatment with this population. Research should focus on increased 

length of treatment, increased time on computer, increased ratio of 

computers to students, computer placement and room arrangement, random 

selection of sample, and more training time. 

Re commendat ion s 

The initial problem statement dealt with examining differences 

among techniques and defining the variables that seem to make the 

treatment method more or less effective. Because the research setting 

included three, open concept language arts classrooms in a middle 

school, the researcher was able to make investigate the effectiveness 

of microcomputer-delivered sentence combining and story expansion 

exercises in classroom settings. Field research of this sort always 

has limitations as far as control of the study itself, but it also 

provides an opportunity to monitor the effectiveness of the technique 

in the setting in which it will be most commonly used. 

The first recommendation is for more research as defined above. 

Many extraneous variables still exist that need to be identified and 

existing variables need to be controlled more strictly- As the measure 

of mean T-unit length failed to be affected by treatment in either the 

pilot study or this research, its selection as a dependent variable is 

not recommended. If it is chosen as a dependent variable, other 

measures should be selected as covariants. 



Having completed pre-research training, lesson design, the 

study, and its analysis, the researcher is aware of opportunities for 

more effective treatments. Suggestions for successful implementation 

of research or treatment technique in the regular school classroom 

follow. 

Training for Teachers 

Teachers who are unfamiliar with either sentence combining or 

word processing need special workshops with hands-on experience before 

feeling comfortable enough to present the material to students (Piper, 

1984). Districts or researchers hoping to implement microcomputer word 

processing must set aside ample presentation and practice time for 

teachers. Several weeks should be allotted, based on the time it took 

teachers in this study to become comfortable with the microcomputer and 

the word processing program chosen. One way to enhance word processing 

instruction would be for teachers to take a computer and word 

processing program home with them for a given period of time following 

initial training. Checking computers out over summer and winter 

vacations or on a "sign-out" basis would help encourage practice and 

use in non-threatening situations. Language arts teachers are, for the 

most part, familiar with sentence combining as a method for writing 

instruction. Yet they seemed to need instruction in the various 

methods used (Strong's, O'Hare's) and the transfer of the technique to 

the microcomputer. Once this background was established, they received 

a guideline or timeline that delineated objectives for lessons and time 

allotted for each. Teachers found hands-on demonstrations of the use 

of teacher scripts for presentation of sentence combining lessons to be 

helpful. Having the actual timelines and lessons available for teacher 

use helped them to understand the overall objectives, the structure of 

the research program, and the usefulness of word processing 

microcomputers in lesson completion and story expansion. 
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Upon completion of the initial inservice with teachers, teachers 

completed a word processing exercise that was actually an open-ended 

critique of training procedures. According to their responses, role 

playing a complete lesson — from introduction, using teacher scripts, 

to delivery of a lesson by microcomputer, story expansion, revisions, 

and printing — was very useful. Hands-on experiences allowed teachers 

to see how the functions of the word processor (enter text, insert, 

delete, save, print, load) worked to provide a tool for completion of 

sentence combining activities. Upon completion of role playing, 

teachers were given a complete teacher packet for the entire research 

study (scope, objectives, lessons, scripts, student handouts, overhead 

transparencies). According to teacher response, these materials eased 

many fears. 

Student Training 

The manner in which students are trained to word process and 

combine sentences may be critical to the success of microcomputer 

delivered sentence combining and story expansion techniques. Students 

will generally not be frightened of the computer as a tool and usually 

welcome it enthusiastically. However, attention to several areas may 

have increased opportunities for success and enhanced motivation. For 

example, teachers in this research study introduced students to word 

processing using overhead transparencies designed to look like the 

major menu screens, text screens, and print screens of the word 

processor. These overlays helped demonstrate how to select major 

functions, what their text would look like on the screen, and how to 

move from one menu screen to another. In addition, the researcher 

provided each student with a chart of major key presses and functions. 

Students were instructed to load programs, initialize and load their 

own data disks, and print out text files. 

Once students had been briefed, they moved to the computer for 

guided instruction. The researcher designed practice text files on 
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disks for students to use. Students practiced loading files, revising 

files to meet a specific objective, saving them, and printing them out 

before any mention of sentence combining was made. 

Students needed plenty of time for practice with the word 

processing program and computer. It was imperative that when faced 

with a writing assignment, students were able to focus on the task at 

hand instead of getting bogged down in the mechanics of a word 

processing program. Discussion with teachers and students following 

this research indicated that at least six weeks of keyboarding and 

practice with a word processing program may be necessary for students 

to feel comfortable with the microcomputer as a writing tool. Success 

with the tool is a prerequisite to a computer-delivered writing 

instruction. Once proficient with the tool, students can begin to 

focus on specific writing techniques such as sentence combining. 

Specific recommendations concerning sentence combining focus on lesson 

introduction, revisions, and expansions. 

Researchers would be wise to introduce sentence combining to 

students orally, in keeping with traditional methods. Oral 

introduction and practice forces students to use their proficiency in 

oral language to become comfortable with the objectives of sentence 

combining. Providing special scripts for lesson introduction to 

teachers helped ensure more focused, equitable presentation. Reminding 

students during editing and revision phases to focus on comprehension, 

reading for consistent meanings between sentence combining clusters and 

writeouts, helped them use the technique more effectively. 

Physical Setting 

It is the opinion of the researcher that the ratio of computers 

to students and the physical setting of the school in which this 

research occurred left much to be desired. The school typified the 

open concept arrangement, so the only divisions between rooms were 

moveable, sliding partitions. Because of the district's commitment 
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to district-wide computer availability for language arts students, only 

four computers and printers were available for each language arts 

classroom at Bowman Middle School. This necessitated student rotation 

to the computers, which were placed on tables at the back of the 

classroom. Teachers presented the lesson to the total group first, and 

students moved to the computers to complete the lesson, back to the 

traditional seating arrangement to revise, and back to the computer to 

complete the revision process. At the same time, the teacher was 

responsible for regular language arts instruction with the remainder of 

the class. 

The situation seemed more awkward and cumbersome than desired. 

Future researchers would be advised to structure the physical setting 

in such as way as to allow a higher computer/pupil ratio and/or longer 

time on task. 

In conclusion, it is hoped that future researchers continue to 

evaluate microcomputer delivery of methods of writing instruction. 

Particular attention should be paid to physical arrangement, ratio of 

students to computers, and variables concerning treatment. Although 

sentence combining has a good track record as a method of structured 

writing instruction and was effective in this study in increasing 

embeddings per T-units, other methods of writing instruction exist that 

might be adaptable to microcomputer delivery-

Today's students will occupy tomorrow's offices—offices 

equipped with technology such as the microcomputers and word 

processors. Students entering the workforce will learn to use the 

electronic writing tools to enhance productivity and office 

efficiency. Used with discretion, these productive "tools of tomorrow" 

may in fact, be productive "tools of today." Educators, researchers, 

and computer users need to combine talents to better define how we can 

most effectively use the writing tools of tomorrow in language arts 

classrooms today. 
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APPENDIX A: STUDE2JT SURVEY 

PLEASE ANSWER EACH ITEM. PLACE AN X BESIDE THE ANSWER THAT IS 
BEST FOR YOU. WRITE YOUR NAME AND YOUR TEACHER'S NAME IN THE BLANKS 
AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE. 

1. AGE. How old are you? 

llyrs. 12yrs. 13yrs. pother (please list) 

2. SEDC. Are you a girl or a boy? 
girl b̂oy 

3. ETHNIC GROUP. Mark the one you are most like. 
Anglo Ĥispanic Black Oriental 
other, please list 

4. SPECIAL CLASS. Mark if you attend a special reading, resource, 
or language arts class in addition to your regular language arts 
class assignment. 

ŷes, I attend a special class 
n̂o, I do not attend a special class 

5. PERCEIVED WRITING ABILITY. Mark the word that best describes 
your writing ability in comparison to your classmates. 

Ĥigh Âverage Low 

6. LANGUAGE. Mark the language most often spoken in your home. 
English Spanish Vietnamese pother, specify 

7. MICROCOMPUTER AT HOME. Mark to show if you use a microcomputer 
at home for educational purposes (like educational drill or word 
processing) or games (like PacMan or Burger Time). 

yes, I own and use a microcomputer at home for education 
yes, I own and use a microcomputer at home, but only for games 
I do not own or use a microcomputer at home. 
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APPENDIX B: WRITING PRETEST 

Please try to motivate your students' best writing. To do this 
test, each student needs one sheet of lined paper and either a pencil 
or pen. Students should be given a maximum writing time of 20 
minutes. Please help make them aware of the amount of time left and 
encourage each of them to bring his/her story to a conclusion. 

TOPIC: The Time I Was Most Afraid 

Spend about 5 minutes discussing the feeling of fear and 
different things that trigger it. Encourage recall of specific 
moments that might have produced this feeling. Help students 
structure their writing by writing the following questions on the 
board: 

1. What caused this fear? 

2. What was the setting? 

3. What was your reaction? 

4. How did others around you act? 

5. How did the situation end? 

6. Does this situation still frighten you? 
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APPENDIX C: LESSONS 1-6 

LESSON 1-The Rock Concert 

Directions: Study each cluster below. Look for chances to combine 
each cluster using the connector "and". Type in a writeout for each 
cluster. Judge your writeouts by: 

1) keeping all original thoughts 
2) sounding "right" 
3) using proper punctuation and spelling. 
When you have combined each cluster, put your sentences together 

to form the beginning of a story about a rock concert. Then, finish 
the story using as many good combinations as you can. 

lA. The rock concert was about to start, (and) 
IB. I was really excited. 

2A. The singer was famous, (and) 
2B. The band was famous. 

3A. The noisy audience sat waiting. (,) 
3B. The young audience sat waiting. 

4A. Finally, the band started to play, (and) 
4B. The rock star appeared. 

5A. The audience cheered wildly- (and) 
5B. I. cheered wildly. 

6A. The audience shrieked, (and) 
6B. The audience applauded. 

7A. I stood up. (and) 
7B. I screamed with them. 

8A. Then the lights flickered, (and) 
8B. Sparks came from the stage. 
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LESSON 2-Rocket Ride 

Directions: Read each cluster below and decide upon a writeout that 
includes all thoughts. Use the clues in parentheses as guides. For 
example, if "where?" appears in parentheses following a sentence, 
find part of a sentence (or sentences) that answers that question. 
Another clue, (, , and), tells you that you should combine something 
in a series, placing commas between the first two items and a comma 
and the word 'and' before the last item. Underlined words are 
portions of the sentence that need to be combined or embedded. 

When you have completed the six writeouts, finish the descriptive 
story about the rocket ride. 

lA. Have you ever wanted to visit planets? (, , and) 
IB. Have you ever wanted to visit the moon? 
IC. Have you ever wanted to visit the stars? 

2A. Imagine yourself, (where?) 
2B. You might be on a spaceship. 
2C. You might be heading for space. 

3A. You plan to stop on planets, (and) 
3B. You plan to stop on the moon. 

4A. You would like to see strange creatures, (and) 
4B. You would like to see weird wonders. 

5A. Now the Earth is behind you, (and) 
5B. It is behind your spaceship. 

6A. You get ready to land, (and) 
6B. You get ready to see new sights. 

Complete this story be describing some of the things you might see 

and do. 
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LESSON 3-Stranger in the Cave 

Directions: Read the sentences in each cluster below. Use the clues 
to help you construct a 'writeout' that keeps all of the ideas in 
each of the sentences. 

When you have completed the writeouts, write an ending for the 
story. Be sure to watch your spellings and the meanings of your 
writeouts. 

lA. The cave was scary, (what kind?) (where?) 
IB. The cave was in the side of the mountain. 
IC. The cave was large. 

2A. The students came, (where?) 
2B. They came to the cave- (when?) 
2C. They came after school. 
2D. They came on holidays. 

3A. One time they saw something, (where?) 
3B. They saw it inside the cave, (which kind?) 
3C. The cave was dark. (,) 
3D. The cave was damp. 

4A. The thing rushed, (where?) 
4B. It rushed at them. 

5A. The thing hid. (where?) 
5B. It hid behind a rock, (which one?) 
5C. The rock was near a ledge. 

6A. The frightened thing pushed the rock, (where?) 
6B. The rock went over the ledge, (and) 
6C. It landed in a guiet field. 

7A. The students looked at the thing, (when?) 
7B. The look was after a few minutes, (and) 
7C. They began laughing. 

BA. They laughed, (at what?) 
8B. The laugh was at the thing. 

Finish the story you have begun to describe what the 'thing' was. 
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LESSON 4-Curious Creatures 

Directions: Read the sentences in the clusters below- Use the clues 
in the parentheses to help you decide how to combine the ideas. The 
questions "why?" and "when?" cue you to look for a group of words 
that answers the question. "And" tells you to combine ideas. "+ly" 
tells you that you need to add "ly" to a word before it can be 
embedded into the base sentence. 

Decide upon a writeout for each cluster. When you have completed 
all seven, use them as a story starter—you write the ending! 

lA. The animals shrieked. (+ly) (why?) 
IB. Their shrieks were loud. 
IC. The shrieks were because we were entering the jungle. 

2A. We walked carefully. (and) 
2B. We walked quietly, (why?) 
2C. We walked this way because we did not want to scare the animals. 

3A. We saw a lion, (and) 
3B. The lion was fierce. 
3C. We saw two elephants. 

4A. They started walking toward us (+ly) (why?) 
4B. The walk was slow. 
4C. They came because they were curious. 

5A. We decided to leave (+ly) (when?) 
5B. The leaving was sudden. 
5C. We left when they came too close! 

Do we get away? What happens next? 
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LESSON 5-Rodeo Round-up 

Directions: Read each sentence in the clusters below. Use the clues 
to decide upon a writeout that combines all of the thoughts in each 
cluster. 

When you have written all seven writeouts, complete the story 
about the muddy rodeo. 

lA. The rodeo began. 
IB. It began although it had rained for three days. 

2A. The people were excited, (why? because) 
2B. Rodeos were always fun. 

3A. The horses paraded. (, , and) 
3B. The clowns paraded. 
3C. The riders paraded, (where?) 
3D. They paraded into the muddy arena. 

4A. The rodeo began, (how?) 
4B. It began with a loud song, (and) 
4C. It began with lots of activity. 

5A. One barrel racer raced. 
5B. She raced despite a broken leg, (and) 
5C. She raced despite a cast. 

6A. Lots of horses slipped, (why?) 
6B. This was because of the rain, (and) 
6C. This was because of the muddy arena. 

7A. The prize bull was not allowed to run. (why?) 
7B. This was so that he would not hurt himself. 

Describe other events of the rainy rodeo to bring the story to a 
conclus ion. 
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LESSON 6-Deep Sea Danger 

Directions: Read each sentence in the clusters t>elow. Decide upon a 
writeout for each cluster. Use the clues in parentheses to help you 
embed parts of the sentences. For example, (+ly) tells you that you 
must add "ly" to one of the words to describe the way something 
happened; (that +) tells you to use the word "that" before part of 
the sentence to describe an object better, (who +) tells you to use 
the word "who" t)efore E)art of the sentence to describe a person 
better. 

When you have completed all writeouts, finish the story about 
deep sea drama. 

lA. The divers grabbed their gear, (and) 
IB. They headed to the island. (that+) 
IC. The island was farthest from the mainland. 

lA. The leader was the one. (who +) 
2B. The leader knew the way, (where?) 
2C. He could get to the sunken ship. 

3A. The ship (/) was cluttered. (that+) (with what?) 
3B. The ship lay on the bottom of the ocean. 
3C. It was cluttered with treasure. 

4A. The divers (/) entered the ship. (who+) (+ly) 
4B. They were the ones who wanted the treasure. 
4C. They entered carefully. 

5A. Ttie door (/) was open. (that+) 
5B. The door lead to a dark room, (and) 
5C. The leader swam in. 

6A. (/), The door began to close, (how?) (when?) 
6B. This happened suddenly. (S) 
6C. Ttiis happened before the leader could get out. 

7A. Ttie men (/) panicked, (who?) (and) 
7B. These were the ones who waited outside. 
7C. They grabbed for the door. 

What happens next? 
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APPENDIX D: WRITING POSTTEST 

Please try to motivate your students' best writing. To do this 
test, each student needs one sheet of lined paper and either a pencil 
or pen. Students should be given a maximum writing time of 20 
minutes. Please help make them aware of the amount of time left and 
encourage each of them to bring his/her story to a conclusion. 

TOPIC: The Time I Had the Most Fun 

Spend about 5 minutes discussing the feelings of happiness and 
excitement and some of the events that trigger these feelings. 
Encourage recall of specific moments that might have produced these 
feelings. Help students structure their writing by writing the 
following questions on the fcward: 

1. What caused this feeling? 

2. What was the setting? 

3. What was your reaction? 

4. How did others around you act? 

5. How did the situation end? 

6. Does this situation still make you happy? 




